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CUE PAGE LINE ACTION NOTES Designer Run 
Notes

 READ THROUGH 
NOTES

0.03
0.5

0.07

0.09

5.1

5.3

6.4

7.8

8.2

9.2

9.6

10.3

Present
Places: Corridor 
lights out
House to Half & 
Introduction
F2B with exit of 
House Manager

5 Lights up when 
performers set

C on rocker, R 
enters from USL

silhouette

5 “can’t sleep” anticipate focus on deck - light 
in upper window & 
pendant (it is a 
memory so make 
sure it is subtle but 
has a bit of 
“memory” feel to it

scene lights

6 anticipate C X to 
steps

open stage a little to 
include the steps 
and a bit of the yard 
(US side)

7 anticipate C X to 
DSR benches

open stage to full 
stage as R X to DSL 
chairs as well

8 anticipate C X to 
USR table

emphasize the diag 
of R DSL & C USR

9 anticipate R X to 
deck

refocus on the deck 
as R & C are both on 
the deck (keep 
stairs)

9 “after what?” both sitting on steps  
SR & SL - increase 
the memory feel a 
bit more

slow begin to build 
tension. we are about to 
realize it is a dream. 
keep it somewhat “light”

10 “How old 
were you?”

C X DSR open DS again - 
keep memory and 
tension is still strong 
as C wonders when 
she will know if she 
is crazy or not.

Willamette University Theatre
PROOF
susan coromel, director
rachel kinsman steck, lighting designer
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CUE PAGE LINE ACTION NOTES Designer Run 
Notes

 READ THROUGH 
NOTES

10.8

11.4

11.5

11.6

11.8

12.2

12.23

12.3

12.7

13.3

13.6

13.8

14.2

14.4

14.7

15.4

15.6

10 Anticipate R X to 
SR bench

C is sitting on bench 
DSR and R is sitting 
on chairs DSL

slowly come back to a 
more grounded dream 
look in contrast to 
naming “crazy”?

11 anticipate C X to 
deck

emphasize diag 
again

11 anticipate R X to 
deck

bring back down to 
deck but keep the 
same feel as 
previous cue

11 Anticipate R X to 
SR step

slowly build back 
towards C’s state of 
mind - questioning crazy

11 “you died a 
week ago”

slowly restore to the 
opening look with the 
two of them talking

12 R exit restore to opening 
look (silhouette)

AF turn off the light in 
upper window

12 anticipate H 
entrance

focus on deck shift to a more “realistic” 
“night” look.

12 Anticipate H X to 
deck

13 “you’ve had 
three days.”

still on deck but 
build tension

slowly build tension 
between C and H as H 
wants more time to dig 
around

13 anticipate C X to 
stairs

open to include the 
SL stairs

13 anticipate H X 
down the stairs

open to include US 
portion of the space

14 “some 
friends of 
mine”

H is just DS of stairs, 
C is on SL stairs

slowly restore the 
tension. we shouldn’t 
realize the shift - it is that 
slow

14 anticipate H X to 
C on SL stairs

focus on stairs 
(intimate)

14 anticipate H 
stand and X to 
deck

open to deck, break 
the intimacy 

15 “don’t 
lecture me”

anticipate C X to 
DSL

open stage DSL (and 
on deck - DSR can 
still be a bit dark so 
it blooms with next 
cue)

15 “give me 
your 
backpack”

open full stage - 
definite tension

C doesn’t trust that H 
hasn’t stolen some of 
R’s work. slowly build 
tension again - this time 
it is about distrust
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 READ THROUGH 
NOTES

16.6

17.3

17.8

18.2

18.6

18.8

18.4

19.7

20.5
20.69

21.3

21.4

22.5

22.8

23.8

24.6

25.3

16 “i lived with 
him”

slowly bring back 
down to deck. add a 
little of floor USR

shift slowly as she goes 
into the memory (we 
don’t want to see a 
drastic change)

17 anticipate C X to 
SR steps

open stage just a 
hare for C X

17 C X DSL focus on the full floor 
- C puts distance 
between herself & H 

18 as C grabs bag still on floor (diag 
with H at CS & C 
DSR)

restore to night, natural - 
feeling is compassion & 
agreement SLOW SHIFT

18 “i’m going to 
be late”

anticipate H X to 
deck

open deck on H 
move to deck

18 notebook falls slow shift - C is upset at 
catching H trying to steel 
bag

18 anticipate C X 
DSL

open stage again for 
C X DSL - H will 
follow (high tension)

19 “Here’s your 
name”

focus on floor. 
Should be very slow. 
H is CS and C is 
DSL

Hal reads notebook - 
memory light SLOW 
SHIFT (unnoticeable)

20 W/ Sirens C is DSL bring down to just C
20 “Shit” F2B scene ends

21 Lights up when 
performers set

next morning

21 “Better” anticipate CL & C is on the 
deck (CL is at table 
and C is at rocker)

scene lights

22 anticipate C X 
DSL

open stage as C X to 
DSL chairs - CL will 
follow

22 X to USC bring down to just 
the DS C counters to 
DSR & CL is DSL

23 Claire- look at 
bottle

slowly refocus back 
on the deck & SL 
stairs

24 Anticipating X to 
deck

focus on SL steps. 
There is a bit of 
tension - CL doesn’t 
really believe C

25 anticipate C X 
DSR

open stage but keep 
tension. CL is still at 
SL steps and C is 
DSR
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25.8

26.2

26.5

27.4

27.7

28.2

28.7
28.89

29.3
29.4

30.2

31.2

31.6

31.7

32.6

33.2

33.4

34.29

25 anticipate C X to 
deck

need to feel the 
distance between 
the two sisters 
which is more than 
just physical

26 anticipate CL X 
to deck

focus on deck

26 anticipate C X 
DSR

restore to 26.2

27 “Would you 
like to come 
to NY”

slowly bring down to 
stairs and deck. 

SLOWLY begin to shift 
at CL tries to get C to 
move to NY

27 anticipate C X 
DSR

open stage but keep 
look & tension

28 “Catherine” H enters full stage SLOWLY shift as H calls 
out - restore to more 
natural look

28 all on deck - focus 
28 “bagel” F2B scene ends

29 night with party in house
29 “I feel” anticipate C & H on Porch 

(need the post 
specials)

scene lights

30 anticipate C x to 
SL steps

H will follow so 
slowly focus on SL 
stairs. Slightly 
romantic

31 “She was 
born”

still on SL stairs Germain story - 
SLOWLY bring us back 
to the 1776s - gender 
issues

31 anticipate C X 
DSL

open stage but keep 
same look

31 H stands focus on deck but 
keep same look

32 anticipate H X 
DS

open stage but not 
all the way DS - 
focus on floor but 
they aren’t all the 
way DS

33 H X to SL porch still around center on 
floor

SLOWLY shift to bring in 
the beauty of math 
(should be unnoticeable) 

33 “So, Hal” still on center floor - 
H circles C

SLOWLY RESTORE - 
about to talk about sex 
and kiss - (again, should 
be unnoticeable)

34 with kiss F2B silhouette of them 
kissing at night
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 READ THROUGH 
NOTES

34.5

34.6

35.6

35.8

36.8

37.7

38.1

38.3

38.3

39.4

40.1

40.2

40.3

41.79

41.9
41.95

41.99

42.2

42.3

34 once the 
performers are 
set

C on rocker “morning after”

34 “how long 
have you 
been up”

anticipate H & C on deck scene lights

35 “here” anticipate C X to 
floor

open stage a little to 
include the floor SL

moment of trust - SLOW 
SHIFT

35 CL ENT C is DSL floor, CL 
enters and sits on 
SL stairs

SLOW SHIFT - 
RESTORE to morning, 
natural light

36 “hold on a 
sec”

begin to build 
tension SLOWLY - 
floor

SLOW shift reminiscent 
of CL asking C to move 
to NY the first time

37 “we’re 
selling the 
house”

diag CS & DSL floor SLOW build to more 
tension as CL and C 
argue about the house

38 anticipate C X to 
DSL

slowly switch diag 
but keep tension

38 anticipate C X to 
deck

build tension

anticipate C X to 
DSL

build more tension 
pull diag from DSC 
deck and DSL

39 “and you 
might have 
been better”

CL ends up crossing 
to C who counters 
cross - focus on 
floor

SLOWLY shift to “crazy” 
conversation (keep 
tension)

40 “Don’t lie to 
me”

they both meet at 
CS in highest 
tension

40 CL X out of CS keep the tension 
building through “I 
hate you” still on 
floor but have a bit 
more space

40 H enters H on deck and the 
ladies on the floor

RESTORE to morning 
light

41 “I wrote it” BO end of scene

41 intermission intermission lights up
41 Places: Corridor 

lights out
41 F2B

42 once the 
performers are 
set

R in rocker on deck september afternoon

42 “hello” anticipate C’s 
entrance

focus on deck 
(Center & SL)

scene lights (memory)
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 READ THROUGH 
NOTES

43.5

43.8

44.4

45.7

46.2

47.6

48.5

48.6

49.3

49.4

49.8

50.7

50.89

50.91

51.2

43 anticipate R X to 
table

open all deck

43 anticipate R X to 
SL stairs

R is SL stair and C is 
C deck/stairs

tension about school

44 anticipate R X 
DSR

open to floor C is on 
floor near SL stairs

tension about school

45 with sound of 
knocking

add deck as C X to 
house to let H enter 
(R is DSL bench, C 
is center porch and 
R is SL deck)

slowly shift scene to shift 
energy - still has tension 
but H breaks it a bit - 
awkward

46 anticipate R X to 
deck

slowly bring focus to 
deck as R X to deck 
(tension is less as 
they talk about H 
and his work) - C is 
@ SR stairs

47 “they have 
some good 
people”

C is at SR stairs H & 
R on deck - C will X 
to Deck - keep focus 
on deck

slowly shift scene to shift 
energy - R is more 
accepting of C going to 
college

48 “which i am 
glad”

R X DS - open stage 
with the thoughts of 
fall 

slowly shift thinking 
about sailboats on 
water, students returning 
to clas

48 anticipate R X to 
DSL

focus on R at bench 
while C is at table 
and H is near the 
rocker

slowly shift as R 
reminisces about 
bookstore

49 anticipate R 
standing to 
cross to deck

keep mood but shift 
focus slowly to deck

49 “another 
drink?”

on deck slowly RESTORE back 
to original look of H 
entrance

49 anticipate C X to 
floor

open stage - tension 
between happy & 
forgetting birthday

50 anticipate C exit R is left alone on 
stage - focus on SL 
stairs but SLOW 
shift down

50 “A good 
day”

F2B end of scene

50 scene change lights

51 when performers  
are set

Restore to Q40.3 RESTORE Iive look - 
morning after the funeral
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 READ THROUGH 
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52.2

52.8

53.6

54.5

55.2

55.6
55.7

55.89

56.2

56.3
58.5

58.69
58.79

59.2

59.3

60.2

52 anticipate C X to 
table on deck

triangle with C at 
table, CL at SR 
bench and H just ds 
of SL stairs (deck & 
floor - they do move)

slowly build tension. is it 
C’s proof? can she 
prove it?

52 anticipate C X to 
H

tension filled but 
there is some 
intimacy between C 
& H - they are C at 
bottom of stairs 
while CL is at SR 
bench (don’t need 
deck)

53 “your’re 
right”

triangle shifts as 
tension builds - H is 
bottom of SR stairs, 
CL is at SR bench, C 
is at SL chairs

54 C X to H at deck C X to Deck - 
tension add center 
deck

slowly shift as they try to 
work it out and for C to 
want H to believe him

55 H up X to DSL H X to deck - slowly 
open deck larger 
and take out floor 
except for CL at SR 
bench - tension as C 
shames H

slowly begin to build 
tension again

55 H X to deck 
55 anticipate CL X 

to deck
focus on deck - C 
will try to destroy 
book

natural looking light

55 F2B end of scene

56 with sound of 
knocking

stage opens to 
empty place

next day

56 “Catherine?” anticipate deck scene lights
58 anticipate H X 

SR porch
open floor to center 
areas

F2B
af “I’m not sure 

how much”
end of scene

59 when performers  
are set

R is SR stairs winter day (memory light)

59 “Dad?” C enters to Center 
Deck (templates on 
stage)

scene lights

60 “Goddamit!” R stands and X DS - 
open stage - keep it 
cold

slowly shift to expose R 
is not all there mentally. 
needs to build slowly to 
“how’s school?”
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 READ THROUGH 
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60.8

61.3

61.6
62.2

62.3

62.4

63.4

63.6

63.79

64.2

64.3

65.1

65.6

65.8

66.5

60 “i’m sorry, 
I’m being 
rude”

both on floor (R is 
DSR & C is CS) 
DIAG

slowly pull back a little 
as he grounds himself

61 anticipate C X to 
R

C circles R - pull 
back on diag but 
keep space open as 
they both end up 
more toward CS - 
SLOWLY get to 
focus on CS

61 R X to deck
62 “now that 

I’m back in 
the game”

anticipate R X to 
deck

R on deck DS of 
table and C is CS

62 anticipate C X to 
deck (SL chair)

come down to deck

62 “dad, let’s 
go inside”

circle each other on 
the deck

SLOWLY shift as C tries 
to get R to go inside. 
tension begins to fill. 
keep it subtle

63 “Let X 
Equal”

C DSC on deck R is 
US of rocker but 
slowly crosses and 
sits on SL stairs - 
shift focus VERY 
SLOWLY

build further into the 
dream where R is 
ungrounded

63 anticipate C X to 
R

focus on SL steps - 
need to show how 
very cold it is

63 “let’s go 
inside”

F2B end of scene

64 when performers  
are set

CL is sitting at table, 
C joins her at table

later in the week after 
the funeral (daytime)

64 “good 
coffee”

focus on SR deck - 
table

scene lights

65 anticipate CL X 
to get jacket

SLOWLY open deck 
as C will cross and 
sit on SL stairs - CL 
is still at table

65 anticipate CL X 
to center of deck

CL is trying to 
connect, should 
begin to feel intimate

65 “seeing 
broadway 
musicals”

VERY SLOWLY 
open stage as C will 
X and circle on floor

slowly build tension as C 
shows she is really not 
ok about the move or 
that CL think she is 
crazy

66 anticipate C X to 
rocker

focus goes back to 
the deck and tension 
is high
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 READ THROUGH 
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67.2

67.7

68.1

68.7

69.3

69.5

69.6
69.7
69.8

70.6

71.3

71.49

71.6
71.7

67 CL throws 
ticket/H enters

fast down and slow 
up (all on deck)

RESTORE to opening 
look (slowly?)

67 “i had to see 
you”

still on deck but C is 
at porch swing (USL)

slowly build tension 
between C and H.

68 C X deck (SR) C counter moves H - 
a bit of a shift while 
H proves that C 
wrote it. there is a 
strong diag on deck

68 “you blew it” open stage as C X 
DSL - again a strong 
diag with H just DS 
of table - still has 
tension - DISTANCE

slowly continue to build 
tension as H believes her 
but C doesn’t trust H 
any longer

69 anticipate H X to 
C

C is now really 
pissed (CS floor and 
CS deck)

69 C X to C deck SLOWLY shift to 
focus on deck and 
there is a bit of 
resolve between the 
two - at least change 
of topic

69 C X to jacket SR
69 H X to deck 
69 “it’s old” both still on deck VERY SLOWLY shift as 

the C & H resolve and C 
tells H that she thinks 
she is going to be like 
her dad

70 “It didn’t feel 
amazing”

C is on SL stairs and 
H is center on deck

shift to a memory light 
as C weaves the working 
of the proof with the 
story of taking care of 
her dad

71 “talk me 
through it”

H X to C at SL stairs 
- focus on the two

71 “here” F2B

curtain call
house up on exit 
of the curtain 
call

post show look


